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Governor’s Council on Climate Change 
Stakeholder Dialogue – Round 3: Transportation 
May 17, 2017 
 

Summary of Dialogue Notes 
 
The following pages offer some highlights from the notes gathered from the 3 sites – 
Hartford, New Haven and Stamford (about 90 total participants).  Each site had 2 or 3 
breakout groups, each with a facilitator and notetaker, so this summary represents a 
condensation of at least 7 different sets of notes.  At each site, participants were also 
invited to write questions for panelists on notecards.  A transcribed list of those 
questions from two of the sites is also included here.  A more complete compilation of 
the transcribed notes received from each site is appended to the end. 
 
The three questions posed to the breakout groups: 
 
Question #1: How can the state better facilitate and support municipal policies (e.g. 
zoning, mixed-use and transit-oriented development, parking, bike lanes) that help 
reduce vehicle miles traveled, improve equitable access and reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions? 
 

Question #2: What barriers do you most often encounter when using public transit, 
biking or walking? What are some of the solutions to those barriers? 
 

Question # 3: What short and long-term transportation policies should the GC3 
consider when developing a GHG reduction strategy for the state? Which policies 
should the GC3 consider in order to effectively address equitable access to 
transportation? 
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Question #1: How can the state better facilitate and support municipal policies (e.g. zoning, 
mixed-use and transit-oriented development, parking, bike lanes) that help reduce vehicle miles 
traveled, improve equitable access and reduce greenhouse gas emissions? 
 
 
Communication/Coordination 
 

 State leading by example as an employer 

 The state should make municipalities aware that it is interested in doing this.  Many 
towns may not even know about this initiative.   

 There needs to be better coordination between all levels of government.   

 How can local govt’s be more involved in state decisions on state land? => better 

cooperation & communication from state 

 Need better integration of transit routes between large cities and burbs. Regionalized, 

organic planning essential in order for mass transit to grow dramatically. 

 Piecemeal commitments from each community that reflect the regional plan 

 Requirements for any TOD project to include members from municipality, DOT, DECD, 
& DEEP 

 Develop and promote model POCD plans for mixed use and TOD. 

 State could provide examples of best practices for municipalities (drawing upon 
examples from other municipalities, not only in CT, but also throughout US and even 
other countries)   

 
 
Zoning/Building codes/TOD 
 

 Promoting or even requiring mixed-use 

o along state highways by giving municipalities extra latitude and incentives 

 Parking maximums instead of minimums, or lowering minimums; allowing shared 

parking; fee in lieu of building parking; form-based code (Hartford as an example) 

 Surface lots should be discouraged 

 There is resistance to TOD because people see more housing as putting more strain on 

city services. Concern that the property taxes don't catch up. There needs to be a way to 

subsidize schools, other services; the state needs a way to compensate the town. But 

these are smaller units - millennials and seniors… negative impact of compact 

development is reduced because of lower impacts like less driving. 

 
 
Supporting Alternative Modes of Transportation 
 

 Bike lanes should be eligible to receive the same state aid that roadways do.   

 Integrating bike paths into public transit 

 Enhanced parking at Fastrak stations. 

 Provide incentives to use transit to increase [ridership?] frequency 

 Improving [service] frequency is key 

 Free parking (except for EVs) is a problem; undermines incentives to find alternative 

modes of transportation 
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 Speed bumps to reduce speed [and enhance walkability] 

 Close down streets to make pedestrian plazas 

 Lyft/Uber/autonomous vehicles as alternative to building infrastructure 

 Less money for widening roads, more for transit 

 

Financing - Raising the gas tax, tolls, “lock box” 
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Question #2: What barriers do you most often encounter when using public transit, biking or 
walking? What are some of the solutions to those barriers? 
 

 Barriers Solutions 

Buses  Takes too long on the bus; if it takes 
less time to drive, that's what people will 
do 

 Reduce/eliminate stigma of riding the 
bus 

Biking  Bike lanes may not be where they are 
really needed. 

 Striping is insufficient protection for 
cyclists 

 Need better enforcement of speed limits 

 Lack of showers, etc. at workplace 
 

 Four Es: education, engineering, 
encouragement, evaluation 

 Drivers need education/enforcement 
re bikes/pedestrians 

 Bike share 

 Protected bike lanes 

 Infrastructure maintenance (potholes) 

 More bike racks on buses 
 Bike cars on trains – like in CA 

Walking  Cyclists clueless about pedestrian 
safety 

 Lack of sidewalks/pedestrian access 

 Sidewalks often inconsistent (large 
gaps, varying width) and in poor 
condition 

 Complete streets 

 Car-free zones on weekends would 
build awareness of complete streets 
issues and enhance support 

 Improved sidewalks, streetscape, & 
street width 

 Safe, vibrant and attractive streets, 
with better lighting 

Inter-modal  The first and last mile  

 Need to plan trip between/connecting 
modes 

 Lack of connections; taking transit 
requires too many stops 

 Reduce/eliminate stigma of riding the 
bus 

 Wayfinding and education 

 Forward and holistic perspective in 
street design (fewer vehicles, 
autonomous vehicles, bus rapid 
transit) 

 Alternation of systems and 
staggering 

Misc  Driving is easier, faster, and sometimes 
cheaper 

 Reliability: not knowing if bus/train will 
be on time 

 Child care- many parents take children 
to school in the morning and in an 
emergency they may need to leave 
work quickly 

 Many people are required to travel for 
work and require a vehicle 

 Inadequate infrastructure in rural areas 

 Transit doesn’t serve appropriate areas 

 Make ease and convenience of mass 
transit more obvious – and enhance it 
at every opportunity 

 More employers could provide a 
company vehicle 

 employers should allow working time 
on train to count as work hours 

 more communication/cooperation 
between cities 

 Public education on biking and 
pedestrianism; in schools and bike 
shops and through PSAs 
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Question # 3: What short and long-term transportation policies should the GC3 consider when 
developing a GHG reduction strategy for the state? Which policies should the GC3 consider in 
order to effectively address equitable access to transportation? 
 
 
Vehicles/Alternative Fuels 
 

 Electrify all vehicles 

 Use propane and natural gas to decrease GHGs from buses and shuttles. 
Electricity is still not practical for these vehicles.   

 Could promote alternative fuels for medium/heavy-duty vehicles. But even alternative 
fossil fuels have big climate impacts, so, given state GHG goals, better approach is for 
steady move toward zero-emission vehicles even in this category. Electric school buses 
are emerging, for example, and represent a very promising opportunity (because routes 
are often short and vehicles sit unused for long periods, during which they could be 
charging). Use of hybrid diesel/electric buses for mass transit; also fuel cell buses.  

 Car-sharing 

 Anti-idling 
 
 
Infrastructure 
 

 Optimize traffic signals.   

 Support more innovative infrastructure such as roundabouts. 

 Provision of solar canopies. 

 Make driving more expensive through taxes, tolls, and higher gas prices. 

 Expand EV charging infrastructure at airports and train stations and in workplaces and 
condominium developments. Provide state grants. Require via building and zoning 
codes.  

 Do not expand highway capacity. This is a perennial, ultimately foolish strategy to relieve 
congestion.  More lanes = more cars. 

 
 
Parking 
 

 Partition parking garages for uber and zipcars 

 Incentivizing preferred parking for low-emitting vehicles, lowered tolls, reduce 
registration fees, etc. 

 
 
Transit 
 

 First and last mile issue 

 need to make improvements (Tesla, rail, BRT) in addition to taxing & tolling 

 Need better user experience – wifi, nice environment, more economical & faster than 
car, reliability 

 Better synchronization of bus/train 

 Provide more discounts on transit tickets.   

 Maximize the efficacy of bus routes- many bus routes, especially in rural areas, just are 
not practical.  
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Planning/Policy 
 

 Planning for a carless society and building accordingly (i.e. fewer parking garages or 
more adaptable to be used as multi-family buildings in future, etc.) 

 Land use – mixed use development, people need a reason to come there – restaurants, 
shopping, parks, recreation 

 Policies that are people-oriented rather than car-oriented (people need to get to their 
destinations) 

 Target employers, especially large ones, to expand EV infrastructure, charge for 
employee parking, and provide transit subsidies. 

 Increased funding for public transportation. Even poorer countries have great transit 
systems 

 Sustainable financing  
o user fee(s) of some sort 
o Increase the gas tax 
o Carbon pricing will reduce GHG 
o Regionalize taxation 

 Balancing regional approach with local community needs to address equitable access 

 Employment decentralization - people need to be able to work near (or at) where they 
live 

 Maximize use of rails (some currently underutilized) 

 Shift freight from trucks to rails 
 

Equity 

 Education and language barriers 

 Publicizing transit apps and info (a hub for all cross-sector info like different bus systems 

with different apps) 

 Autonomous Vehicles could become an equity issue (require shared carpooling to lower 

cost) 

 Stigma behind the bus 
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Question cards 
 
New Haven question cards: 

 GPS tracking on buses: is this in the works? 

 What plans are in place to help educate motorists/cyclists/pedestrians how to share the 

road?  

 Supportive infrastructure for bus riders: 

o Are there plans for trash/recycling bins at bus stops? 

o Who will shovel snow at bus stops? 

o More bus shelters to protect riders from the weather? 

 GC3’s own data shows that >95% of all vehicles need to be electric and powered by 

100% clean sources to achieve 2050 climate goal.  Please comment on extending 

CHEAPR incentive program, adding EV charging infrastructure, and electric buses. 

 Why are vehicles >10,000 lbs still exempt from emission testing?  How can people report 

visible emissions? 

 What is being done to reduce truck and bus emissions?  It seems the focus is always on 

passenger cars. 

 How can we get more bikes on the bus & trains? Buses only hold 2 

 Is there any way to revisit the increase in bus fares?  Reducing fares would have a 

positive impact on ridership. 

 To what extent are we seeing “successful” TOD? (developers building along transit 

routes and owners/tenants buying/renting along transit routes) 

 Re: equity – State is decimating funding for transit services in smaller cities/towns to 

fund expansions of CTfastrack and New Haven-Hartford commuter rail.  Why is this 

acceptable policy? 

 How do Transportation Management Associations work? 

 

Hartford question cards: 

 Much was said about TOD in urban areas.  What are solutions for suburban/rural areas, 

while we wait for CTfastrack to come out to NE CT? 

 Will the State – through CES or legislation – influence and/or require school districts to 

begin using low-to-zero emission school buses (since diesel emissions are #1 cause of 

childhood asthma)? 

 How about valet EV parking at Union Station – like they have at airports to deal with 

congestion at recharging stations? 

 Alternative fuels like propane and natural gas, esp in the medium-to-heavy vehicle 

classes, offer the quickest way to reduce GHG emissions.  Why aren’t we talking about 

those tonight? 

 Ideas about shifting to autonomous ride platforms to reduce VMT? 

 Why not [solar] carports over parking lots?  
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GC3 May 17, 2017 - HARTFORD Dialogue Notes 

Notetaker Ben McMillan Jeff Howard 

Q1  Update building codes- for example, reduce the 
number of required parking spaces.   

 Bike lanes should be eligible to receive the 
same state aid that roadways do.  The state 
should also identify what impediments there are 
when putting bike lanes in.   

 The most effective action the state could take to 
facilitate this would be to pass legislation 
supporting it.   

 The state should make municipalities aware 
that it is interested in doing this.  Many towns 
may not even know about this initiative.   

 Best practices should not just be viewed at a 
national level, they should be identified globally.   

 There needs to be better coordination between 
all levels of government.   

 Education and outreach are crucial. 

 Town needs to require mixed use or at least provide 
strong direction. 

 Need better integration of transit routes between large 
cities and burbs. Regionalized, organic planning 
essential in order for mass transit to grow 
dramatically. 

 State should lead by example. For example, state 
should expressly promote mixed use along state 
highways by giving municipalities extra latitude and 
incentives. 

 Develop and promote model POCD plans for mixed 
use and TOD. 

 Enhanced parking at Fastrak stations. 

Q2  The length of time it takes to get to work increases.   

 Child care- many parents bring their children to school 
in the morning and if there is an emergency they may 
need to leave work quickly.   

 Many people are required to travel for work and require 
a vehicle.  Not all employers provide a company 
vehicle.   

 Many employers do not have the proper facilities, such 
as locker rooms and showers, at the workplace.   

 The first and last mile.   

 Safety 

 There is not proper infrastructure in rural areas. 

 Driving is easier, faster, and sometimes cheaper. 
Solution: Make ease and convenience of mass transit 
more obvious – and enhance it at every opportunity. 

 Need “complete streets.” One example: Sidewalks are 
crucial infrastructure for expansion of walking. At 
present they far too often are inconsistent (large gaps, 
varying width) and in very poor condition. Another 
angle of attack: introducing car-free zones on 
weekends would build awareness of complete streets 
issues and enhance support. 

 Public needs considerable education on biking and 
pedestrianism. Everyone (i.e., both bikers and drivers) 
needs to follow the rules and exercise greater caution. 
Education could happen in schools and bike shops 
and through PSAs. 

Q3  Presume that autonomous vehicles are coming, 
and coming soon.  Many experts predict that 
this will cause an uptick in VMT so it is 
important that as many drivetrains are 
electrified as possible.   

 Could promote alternative fuels for medium/heavy-
duty vehicles. But even alternative fossil fuels have 
big climate impacts, so, given state GHG goals, better 
approach is for steady move toward zero-emission 
vehicles even in this category. Electric school buses 
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 Increase the gas tax.   

 Use propane and natural gas to decrease 
GHGs from buses and shuttles. Electricity is 
still not practical for these vehicles.   

 Provide more discounts on transit tickets.   

 Maximize the efficacy of bus routes- many bus 
routes, especially in rural areas, just are not 
practical.     

 Optimize traffic signals.   

 Support more innovative infrastructure such as 
roundabouts. 

are emerging, for example, and represent a very 
promising opportunity (because routes are often short 
and vehicles sit unused for long periods, during which 
they could be charging). Use of hybrid diesel/electric 
buses for mass transit; also fuel cell buses. Provision 
of solar canopies. 

 Expand EV charging infrastructure at airports and train 
stations and in workplaces and condominium 
developments. Provide state grants. Require via 
building and zoning codes.  

 Make driving more expensive through taxes, tolls, and 
higher gas prices. 

 Do not expand highway capacity. This is a perennial, 
ultimately foolish strategy to relieve congestion. 

 Need to target employers, especially large ones, to 
expand EV infrastructure, charge for employee 
parking, and provide transit subsidies.  

 Green building task force (introduced in General 
Assembly by Rep. Steinberg) would be a good vehicle 
for addressing all of these issues. 

   

Other   
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GC3 May 17, 2017 – NEW HAVEN Dialogue Notes 

Notetaker Brianne Mullen Dino Pascua Claire Coleman 

Q1  Zoning: promoting mixed-use; parking maximums 
instead of minimums, or lowering minimums; 
allowing shared parking; fee in lieu of building 
parking; form-based code (Hartford as an example) 

 State leading by example as an employer 
 State could provide examples of best practices for 

municipalities (or can spread examples from other 
municipalities and COGs) 

 There is resistance to TOD because people see 
more housing as putting more strain on city 
services. The property taxes don't catch up. There 
needs to be a way to subsidize schools, other 
services; the state needs a way to compensate the 
town. 
o But these are smaller units - millennials and 

seniors… negative impact of compact 
development is reduced because of lower 
impacts like less driving. 

  Bring back community-based 
manufacturing. 

 Raising the gas tax 

 Tolls 

 “lock box” 

 Allowing Tesla to sell 
directly 

 Set design standards 

 Move away from requiring 
parking be provided for 
housing 

 Make alt. modes more 
attractive 

 Surface lots should be 
discouraged 

 Provide incentive to use bus 
transit to increase frequency 

 Improving frequency is key 

 Key principles: increase 
accessibility, usability, 
coordinating sustainability 

 Ensure equity  in TOD 

 Integrating bike paths into 
public transit 

 Free parking is a problem; 
undermines incentives to 
find alternative modes of 
transportation 

 Free parking for EVs is 
helpful incentive for EVs 

 Provide more info on how to 
get somewhere 

 Outreach & education on 
bike trainings 

Q2  Buses: 
o Need app and reduced headways. 
o Takes too long on the bus; if it takes less time to 

drive, that's what people will do. 
o Support Move New Haven study. 
o Need more bike racks on the buses. Do other 

transit systems have buses with more racks? 

 Alternative fuels: Electric for large vehicles, like 
buses and trucks, is very expensive. No state or 
federal help. 

 Biking: 
o Bike lanes may not be going in where they are 

really needed. Striping is better than nothing, but 
need more protection for cyclists and more 
enforcement of speed limits. 

o Four Es: education, engineering, encouragement, 
evaluation. 

 Reduce/eliminate stigma of 
riding the bus 

 Transit often seen as mode 
of last resort 

 Need to plan trip 
between/connecting modes 

 Lack of sidewalks in some 
areas; need to improve 
pedestrian access 

 Safety concerns for 
bike/pedestrians => safer 
infrastructure 

 Drivers need 
education/enforcement re 
bikes/pedestrians 

 DOT ripped up vision trail 

 Takes time: employers 
should let people work 
remotely and allow working 
time on train to count as 
work hours 

 Lack of connections; taking 
transit requires too many 
stops 

 Need more 
communication/cooperation 
between cities 

 Reliability: not knowing if 
bus/train will be on time 

 Reluctance to 
change/apathy 
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 Walking: Many cyclists clueless about pedestrian 
safety. 

 Train: California trains have bike cars. 

 Car-free residents can't get to jobs. 

 Need better coordinated 
campaigns to tell people 
options 

Q3  GHG reduction: Adopt policies that people can 
make work in our lifetime. Some EV technologies 
being discussed won't be available for a long time, 
and we need to act now (and before this governor's 
administration is over). 

 Employment decentralization - people need to be 
able to work near (or at) where they live. Data, 
customer, financial, other services. 
o But what about non-skilled jobs? Need transit 

system that is flexible to meet people's needs. 
 Need more funding for public transportation. Even 

poorer countries have great transit systems. 
o But we are dealing with sprawl and jobs are 

largely located in the southwest. 
o The answer is not more roads! More lanes = 

more cars. 
o The train tracks aren't being used to the fullest 

extent possible; that is some of the most 
valuable ROW in the country. Especially for 
freight - need to reduce the % coming in on 
trucks because of air pollution. 

 The people appropriating the money don't care. 
 Need to invest in infrastructure: bridges on Amtrak 

line. 
 For these GC3 meetings, need to get the 

bureaucrats out and bring in auto dealers, 
freight representatives, others who are 
controlling this. 

 Policies that are people-
oriented rather than car-
oriented (people need to get 
to their destinations) 

 Municipalities need to know 
their parking/zoning 
requirements 

 Car-sharing 

 Need to figure out how to 
pay for everything 
(sustainability)  => user 
fee(s) of some sort 

 With shift to solar power, will 
need large storage capacity 

 Carbon pricing will reduce 
GHG 

 Hybrid/EV adoption may 
bring faster change (provide 
needed bridge) 

 Regionalize taxation 

 Balancing regional approach 
with local community needs 
to address equitable access 

Other  Will storage batteries be 
recyclable? 

Where will electricity for EVs 
come from? 

 Affordability of new jobs 

 GHG reductions 

 Partnerships: how can people 
lead? 

 Carbon tax 

 Green jobs 
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GC3 May 17, 2017 - STAMFORD Dialogue Notes 

Notetaker Megan Saunders Emily Gordon 

Q1  State needs to practice what they preach 

 Walkability, bike lanes, sidewalks, encourage mass transit 

= local ordinances; state-roads so out of their control 

 Cross walk timing –  

 Money – financial incentives for transit 

 Less money for widening roads, more for transit 

 Lyft/Uber versus building infrastructure 

 Speed bumps to reduce speed – Bedford, Summer Streets 

 Close down streets to make pedestrian plazas 

 Autonomous vehicles 

 Start with low-hanging fruit 

 How can local govt’s be more involved in state decisions on state 
land? => better cooperation & communication from state 

 Problem with state gov’t silos 

 Need more regional planning and piecemeal commitments from 
each community reflecting the regional plan 

 Requirements for any TOD project to include members from 
municipality, DOT, DECD, & DEEP 

Q2  Doesn’t serve appropriate areas 

 Bike share –  

 Bike lines/infrastructure – use river corridors and 

greenways as the grid/streets 

 Integration of all of the systems 

 Alternation of systems and staggering 

 Safety and vibrancy on the streets, better lighting, more 

attractive 

 Safe routes to schools, anti-idling policies 

 Wayfinding and education 

 Perceived safety & safety by design 

 Improved sidewalks, streetscape, & street width 

 Protected bike lanes 

 Education about bikes for government & children at schools (not 
allowed to bike to school in some communities) 

 Infrastructure maintenance (e.g. potholes) 

 Forward and holistic perspective in street design (fewer vehicles, 
AV, BRT in the future) 

 Apathy about environmental issues & sustainability in upcoming 
generations (education – required courses? Entitlement issue? No 
incentives) 

Q3  Low-hanging fruit 

 Electrify all vehicles 

 Planning for a carless society and building accordingly (i.e. 

less parking garages or more adaptable to be used as 

multi-family buildings in future, etc.) 

 Anti-idling 

 Partition parking garages for uber and zipcars 

 Incentivizing preferred parking for low-emitting vehicles, 

lowered tolls, reduce registration fees, etc. 

 Incentivizing train use – add wifi 

 Land use – mixed use development, people need a reason 

to come there – restaurants, shopping, parks, recreation 

 first and last mile issue 

 both incentivizing and disincentivizing 

 make improvements (Tesla, rail, BRT) in addition to taxing & tolling 

 Need better user experience – wifi, nice environment, more 
economical & faster than car, reliability 

 Better synchronization of bus/train 
EQUITY: 

 Education and language barriers 

 Publicizing transit apps and info (a hub for all cross-sector info like 
different bus systems with different apps) 

 AV could become and equity issue (require shared carpooling to 
lower cost) 

 Stigma behind the bus 

 


